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WHY AVALON ?
™

AVALON ALUMINUM RAILING™, the newest edition to the RDI Metal
Works® family, brings you many of the features you’ve loved about our other
products with a new attitude. Unique style options combine form, function
and versatility to add a rich, stylish look to your home while adding safety
and security at the same time.
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INTERCHANGEABLE TOP RAILS
Choose the top rail that creates your look. Top rails install quickly and
easily and come in 3 different styles and 3 colors.

The Tristan
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EXCEPTIONAL STRENGTH
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COLOR OPTIONS

The Pellinore

Durable powder-coated aluminum is AAMA certified and rust proof.
It exceeds most all commercial and residential codes and is supported
with a limited lifetime warranty.

Avalon Aluminum Railing comes in three colors:

White

Shown installed with Transform™

The Lanval

Black

Satin Black
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5
Shown installed with Transform™
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SECURATEC™ LOCKING STRIP
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EASY-INSTALL BRACKET SYSTEM
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PRE-ASSEMBLED PANELS

Innovative locking strip, pre-installed into the top
and bottom rails, locks in balusters for a secure fit
and eliminates rattling.

Simply secure the bracket to the post, attach the
rail panel, and install the top rail with top rail end
covers for a clean finished look.
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Pre-assembled level and stair panels save valuable
installation time. Just select a top rail to complete
your installation!

RDI IS A TRUSTED BRAND & A LEADER IN CUSTOMER SERVICE
For over 25 years, Railing Dynamics, Inc. has been a proud leader in the manufacturing of quality, dependable railing products
to enhance any outdoor living space. Our innovation, cutting edge engineering & manufacturing, and commitment to superior
customer service is why RDI is the most trusted name in the industry.
We exist because of our customers. That’s #1 in our core ideology. RDI is consistently rated excellent in customer service by
our distributors, dealers and installers. We offer only high quality, value priced products and stand behind each one. 		
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